
Reply to Reviewer #1: 

 

Indeed, as described in the preprint that the sea surface wind and waves are important 

parameters for the marine environment and ocean dynamics. This also implies that the 

interactions between them involve complex dynamic procedures resulting in the 

intricacies of coupling between them that make their individual characteristics difficult 

to resolve. Buoys on one hand though with limited amounts and distributions have 

been long providing good measurements of both wind and wave parameters 

respectively and simultaneously, on the other hand making complementary to remotely 

sensed wind and waves from satellites. The wind-wave interaction can then be 

modelled from buoy observations, while deep learning provides powerful tools in non-

linear modelling and regression. The author thereby applies a deep neural network 

(DNN) for extracting wind information from wave spectrums provided by buoys for 

further applications to buoys without wind measuring ability benefitting such buoys with 

lower costs. The motivation and origin of this research are reasonable and good.  

First, the author would like to thank the reviewer for the positive opinion on the 

motivation of this work and the comments which are helpful for the improvement of 

the manuscript. Some revisions are made to the manuscript according to them. For some 

comments the author has different opinions on, explanations are given in this reply. The 

author hopes the reviewer can change his opinion and find the merit of this manuscript.  

Of course, the interaction between wind and wave is very complicated, and the aim of 

this manuscript is not to reveal how waves (or to say, wind-sea) grow under the force 

of wind. The aim of the work is simply to establish a practical method of estimating 

wind speed and direction from wave spectrum measurements. The result of the model 

also indicates that this model to estimate sea surface wind from wave information can 

be useful. Therefore, the author submitted this work to AMT which is a journal about 

technology instead of a more “physical oceanography” journal such as JPO and JGR-

Ocean. 

  

Unfortunately, the research in this preprint falls into the trap set by that the DNN theory 

that can fit all models provided wide enough (though which is true mathematically). 

This may be due to ignoring that the meaning of the DNN model expressed is data and 

inputs-outputs dependent or self-consistent within such boundary. The model is only 

physically meaningful than mathematical results when not only the data or inputs are 

of good quality but also considering underlying physical principles to an extent a DNN 

can resolve. This can also be expressed with the state for one of the challenges for 

the application of artificial intelligence in ocean science: moving from purely statistical 

prediction to process-based models that embody causal relationships (Catalán, I., A. 

Solana, et al, 2021).  



The author does not think this work “falls into the trap” of DNN theory. Firstly, a model 

needs not to have explicit physical meaning to be useful. Nonparametric empirical 

models and methods are widely used in many aspects of ocean science. For example, 

the operational algorithms of many ocean remote sensors (e.g., the sea-state bias 

correction for altimetry, the D-Matrix algorithm for microwave radiometer, the 

watercolor algorithm for type II water, to name but a few) are also data-based and 

empirical. These models made many contributions to the development of ocean 

sciences and technologies. Secondly, the model presented in this work is not without 

physical bases or causal relationships. The work is based on the simplest idea that there 

is some quantitive causal relation between local wind and waves because waves are 

generated by wind. Although the explicit form of the wind-wave relationship is 

unknown, and the DNN can “learn” such a relationship using a large amount of data. 

In the author’s opinion, artificial intelligence is the most suitable for such regression 

problems in ocean science: we know there are some causal relationships between inputs 

and outputs, but the physical model is too complicated to establish.   

   

More specifically for this research, it applies the spectrum parameters all at once as 

inputs for wind speed and direction ignoring the underlying multi-scale heterogeneity 

in time and space due to the complex relation of the interface interaction that can be 

embodied by a spectrum interpreting them in different approximations of the governing 

equation for energy distributed for different k values. Such approximation cannot only 

be expressed in another way round by expanding the observed energy distributed for 

different k values (spectrums are fitting of the observations) for another fitting from 

DNN. In other words, here DNN makes little extra contribution than the observed 

spectrum from this research. What is captured by DNN cannot be clarified makes 

things worse. Around Line 115, from the results, “the wave spectrum might also better 

reflect wind information a short period before” is contradictory to the fact that wind-

wave spectrum ranges from lower frequencies to higher frequencies due to momentum 

transformation between waves of different lengths. For wind estimation, short wave 

measurement is relevant while the modulations from longer waves are non-negligible, 

from tilting effects to the short waves or modification of amplitudes of the short waves 

by exchange of energy altering atmosphere conditions close to the sea surface. 

The author does not understand why “DNN makes little extra contribution than the 

observed spectrum from this research”. The DNN here is simply a model to estimate 

wind information from the input wave spectrum. This task might be done without the 

DNN, but no other models can perform as well as DNN at this stage, as far as the author 

knows (Please let the author know if there is a better model). Also, the author is 

confused about “spectrums are fitting of the observations”. The observation of what? 

According to the understanding of the author, the wave spectra from the buoy can 

already be regarded as the observations of waves instead of a fitting.  

The author believes that the expression, “the wave spectra might also better reflect wind 

information a short period before”, is not contradictory to the fact that wind-wave 



spectrum ranges from lower frequencies to higher frequencies due to momentum 

transformation between waves of different lengths. But the author agrees that the 

expression is not precise and might cause some misunderstanding. Here, the “wave 

spectrum” only means the wind-sea spectrum measured by buoys, which needs some 

time to respond to the wind force (under the action of wind input, dissipation, 

quadruplet wave-wave interaction, etc.). Since the wind-sea spectrum is more impacted 

by the wind information a short period before than by the current wind, it is OK to say 

that the buoy wind-sea spectrum can better reflect the wind information a short period 

before than the current wind. The sentence has been revised to “the wave spectra of 

gravity waves from buoys might also better reflect the wind information a short period 

before than the current wind information”, which should be more accurate. Our results 

showed that the DNN perform better when using the wave spectra to estimate the wind 

information one hour ago than to estimate the current wind, which also supports the 

above opinion. Of course, the “short period” here is not a specific time and can be from 

several minutes to several hours. Here we use the wave spectra to estimate the wind 

information one hour ago simply because the temporal resolution of the data is one hour.  

In fact, the main reason for the author to directly apply the spectrum parameters all at 

once as inputs of the DNN is precisely to take into account the modulations of longer 

swells on shorter wind seas (another reason, which is not that important, is to illustrate 

how easily such a practical wind-estimation model can be established). If the 

modulation of swells is important for the estimation of wind information from buoy 

wave spectra, their impacts will be easily “learned” by the DNN (as demonstrated in 

many studies of wind remote sensing, e.g, Stopa et al. 2016 [Scatterometer], Li et al. 

2018 [SAR], Jiang et al. 2020 [Altimeter]), and the low-frequency part will be 

important inputs of the wind-estimation model. However, the sensitivity test in Section 

4 shows that the spectral information at frequencies lower than 0.1 Hz (mainly swells) 

does not have a significant impact on the model output, which indicates such 

modulations are not crucial for the estimation of wind from the wave spectrum. We 

have now pointed it out explicitly in the text that “Previous studies of wind remote 

sensing showed that the modulation of swells on capillary waves has some impacts on 

the wind speed retrievals (e.g., Stopa et al. 2016, Li et al., 2018, Jiang et al. 2020). 

However, according to the results here, the swell’s modulation on wind-seas has little 

impact on wind-estimation using buoy wave spectra.” 

    

Moreover, though the training procedure is mathematically accomplishable, as in the 

preprint, where the results can be validated in error analysis from the testing set. Let 

alone the comparison of results to remotely sensed winds are not validated ignoring 

representative features of remote sensing results and buoy observations. Buoys 

generally provide the spot-based measurement of winds while remote sensing results 

are averages of a large region. The distributions of samples for each wind (and 

direction) bin are not discussed, the sample number may be skewed due to 

distributions of nature winds, while such effects are ignored in this research.  



The comparison with buoy-measured wind is almost a common practice in the 

validation of wind products from different types of remote sensors (e.g., scatterometer, 

altimeter, SAR). The community understands there is a representativeness error 

between remote sensing results and buoy observations (also between different remote 

sensors because they cannot measure exactly the same region at exactly the same time). 

The author even has a paper focus on mitigating the impact of this issue (Jiang 2020). 

However, buoy and remote sensing data are still comparable because of the potential 

equivalence between (remote sensing) spatial and (in-situ) temporal average, and also 

because most geophysical parameters do not vary severely in a small spatial-temporal 

domain. Otherwise, the comparison between any data from different types of data 

sources (in-situ, remote sensing, numerical model, etc.) will be problematic, which is 

not helpful for the development of science and technology.  

The wind direction is relatively uniform as seen in Figure 2d/2f. The condition that 

wind speeds are not uniformly distributed can lead to the results that the model performs 

the best near the peak of the probability distribution. However, the empirical probability 

distribution function has been shown in Figure 2. The results indicate that the trained 

DNN model performs not that well for extreme winds (e.g., RMSE > 3 m/s for U10 > 

20 m/s), due to insufficient numbers of samples in high wind speed. This is not 

surprising as the air-sea interaction becomes much more complicated during extreme 

wind (e.g., spray). The errors of estimated wind speed and direction as the function of 

measured wind speed have been shown in Figure 2c and 2f, which gives more details 

of the model’s error for different wind speeds, which is also a guidance to the user of 

the model. We can see from Figure 2c that the model has the best performance for 3~10 

m/s wind speed, and the RSME remains lower than 2 m/s for 1~17 m/s wind speed. 

This indicate the skewed sample numbers does not have large impacts on the model in 

moderate wind conditions.  

     

Although some sensitive analysis for inputs as the selection of frequency discussed in 

part 4, this was unfortunately misinterpreted as well, due to the little effort taken for 

understanding the relation between observed inputs and outputs. This is similar to the 

results part around line 115, longer waves are with wind information that cannot be 

resolved by the mapping to winds from the DNN established directly fitting the 

observations. 

As mentioned in the above response, the information of long waves is used as the inputs 

of DNN. If the reviewer is familiar with machine learning, he/she will know that the 

impact of swell on wind estimation can be easily captured by a DNN. The author is not 

saying that longer waves (frequency < 0.1 Hz) are without wind information, but the 

DNN results tell us the spectra of low-frequency waves provide no additional help for 

the estimation of wind speed and direction.  

     



The discussions following such content are not proper as well. When the model 

boundary is not clear due to the aspects listed above, there is little chance for these 

DNN models to apply in QC procedures or other applications. The results are also not 

likely to be improved including compact wave drifters, as the air-sea interaction in 

different scales is not likely to be well described in the reasons above. 

The author is not sure about what the reviewer means about the model boundary. But 

the author does not want to argue too much on whether this DNN model can be applied 

in QC procedures. The data in Figure 3 has already proved that some bad-quality data 

is identified using the DNN. This is the best evidence to show that the usefulness of this 

model in the QC of buoy data. It is noted that these bad-quality data were not identified 

in the QC procedures of the National Data Buoy Center.  

The author needs to emphasize that the function of this DNN model is to estimate wind 

information from wave spectra instead of gives a better explanation about the physics 

of air-sea interaction. Regarding whether the results can be improved including 

compact wave drifters, the manuscript has shown that the high-frequency information 

is crucial for buoy-wave-spectrum-based wind estimation and the accuracy of the model 

is impacted by the ocean current. The data from such drifters can contain better-quality 

wave spectra (due to their better response to short waves) with more high-frequency 

information and also the ocean current information. For DNNs, better and more relevant 

inputs can usually give better output. That is why the author believes the results can be 

improved.  

     

To wrap up, for such a model without awareness of the causalities between the inputs 

and outputs, especially under the circumstances such causalities are complex and 

wraps between even inputs and outputs, the deductions made based on them can 

easily go wrong. This is exactly the case for wind-wave interactions, such that improper 

analysis generally appears here and there for this preprint.  

As mentioned in a previous response, the causality between input and output is 

considered, but not in any explicit form. The author does not deny that this model can 

go wrong sometimes, especially in very low and extreme wind speeds. However, this 

has been discussed in the manuscript and the error functions of wind speed and direction 

were given. As a model to estimate wind speed and direction, there is no need to judge 

right or wrong, there is only accurate and inaccurate. As a famous saying goes, “all 

models are wrong, but some are useful”. This model provides an accuracy of ~1.1 m/s 

for wind speed and ~14° for wave direction, which should be regarded as useful.  

     

There are also other defects in descriptions: 

1) around line 25, the description of the lack of meteorological buoys may be inherited 

from the reference (Voermans et al, 2020), while this is only partly true. There are such 

buoys available in India (NIOT, National Institute of Ocean Technology) and China 



(NOTC, National Ocean Technology Center). There are also publications applications 

applying such buoys though NOTC is currently not openly accessible.  

The word “almost” has been changed to “mostly” so that the expression should be more 

accurate: “meteorological buoys are very sparsely distributed and are mostly only 

available along the coastlines of developed countries”. 

     

2) Around line 30, as mentioned before, short gravity-capillary waves are modulated 

by longer waves, though in the case of scatterometry, the orbital velocity of longer 

waves cannot be observed, and the tilting effect may not be obvious for them 

modulated to gather on the crests, by modulating the surface wind stress that changes 

the amplitudes of the short waves, which cannot be ignored, the long wave information 

does exist in scatterometer observations. 

Many studies have shown that the modulation of longer waves can impact the wind 

estimation of scatterometers. But it seems to be difficult to retrieve wave information 

directly using these impacts. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no effective 

model that can obtain wave information from the scatterometer backscatter data 

independently. Therefore, it is OK to say wave information is not available from 

scatterometers.  

   

3) Around line 30, the measuring in the nadir of altimeters does not result in low spatial 

resolution cross-track, maybe the coverage cross-track is low was meant to express. 

The sentence has been revised according to the suggestion of the reviewer.    

 

4) Around line 35, low temporal resolutions do not cause low performance near shore. 

There are near-shore products from scatterometers for example. Besides, inter-

constellation will solve the coverage problems to an extent.  

The author simply wants to state: 1) space-borne remote sensors often have limited 

temporal resolutions, 2) space-borne remote sensors often perform badly near shore. 

That is why an “and” is used instead of “so that”. To make this point clearer and 

accurate, this sentence is revised to “…space-borne remote sensors often have limited 

temporal resolutions and they often perform worse in nearshore regions…”.  

Of course, more satellites can increase the temporal resolution and spatial coverage. 

This is common sense that is not related to the theme of this manuscript so that the 

author thinks there is no need to mention it.  

 

5) Around line 45, again, direct comparisons of buoy results are remote sensing 

products are not validated.  



This point has been explained in the previous response. The comparison between buoy 

and remote sensing results is a common practice. If this is not valid, the comparison of 

almost any data from two different sources will be invalid.  

     

6) After all listed above, It is difficult to believe this research is included in the projects 

listed around line 255. 

In all, I suggest a rejection of this manuscript for publishing. 

The author does not think the nonacademic questions should be discussed in the peer-

reviewing. Still, the author would like to thank the reviewer for all the comments.  

 

 

 

 


